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This historic edition of the Book of Common Prayer is perfect for those interested in Anglican

Church history and liturgical development.
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It is very inspiring prayer book. I had another the common prayer book, which was used at the

Episcopal churches. But I seldom used it.But this common prayer book I use it to pray everyday.

Personally, I love the KJV bible better, and this one is exact what I am looking for.This common

prayer book uses in UK, so we pray for the Queen and the royal families as well.Unfortunately,

when I got this book, which already has a split inside the book. Since I love the contents, I keep

it.May God tender mercy be always us, Amen!

For students of the Anglican Communion, Episcopal History, or just lovers of fine art--illuminated

manuscripts--this book is a treasure. While it is not a complete, authorized version of the Book of

Common Prayer, it contains most services and prayers. I first saw one of these books in the book

shop at Westminster Abby and was "blown away." For the art work alone, it is a treasure. As a

compliment to our Anglican heritage, it is amazing. I have bought several copies (wish it were still in

print) for friends, Anglicans and not. This series also includes: the Gospels; Psalms, and a small

section of the Old Testament. You will not be disappointed! Peace!!



I ordered this 1928 prayerbook from  on May 17, 1999 for $47.99. Still using it.Since then, Oxford

has reduced its selection and only produces the book in hardback and bonded leather -- both only in

black. Bonded leather (basically a leather covered hardback) Burgundy copies are still available

from some online sellers. But the real leather (which is a softcover made of leather) is only available

at the high prices seen above.The reasons one buys a prayerbook like this with a leather sewn

binding and the gold page edges are two. First, sacred books deserve high quality production

processes to honor their contents. Second, bibles and prayer books are meant to be handled for

years on a daily or weekly basis. Leather, sewn bindings, and gold page edges preserve books in

heavy use for an extended period of time.

Thanks.

I ordered this BCP based upon the reviews, the description and the reputation of Oxford Press. It's

the perfect size for me. I love the three ribbons. The fact that it is Smythe sewn and genuine leather

ensures its longevity. But (you knew this was coming!), it's hard to get over the cheap look and feel

of the paper. Instead of high quality, thin Bible paper you get instead something closer to the paper

you find in mass produced, cheap bibles. By that some of you may know exactly what I'm talking

about. It's almost like copier paper. It's too thick. For comparison, I have a 1978 BCP by Oxford

Press in a smaller form factor. It's cross on the cover is more attractive in that it is slightly stylized.

It's paper is what you would expect. It's leather seems to be higher quality (it's more "nubbly" and

even when new it just lays open in your hand in a wonderful manner). While this new 1928 BCP is

nice, it suffers in comparison to some of the other work done by Oxford Press. My final quibble is

with the text. Don't expect clean, crisp and easy to read typeset. It is not. Rather, this is photocopied

from an original and it shows. The photocopying process is imperfect and the results, while

serviceable, are underwhelming. Lastly, I would like to say that it is very hard to find 1928 BCP's, so

Oxford Press is to be commended for making it available to us. It has many positive qualities and

my nits with it are on the picky side. For that reason I give it 4 stars.

great

A classic.
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